
Unique insights, directly 
actionable end-to-end 

Ogury Active Insights brings to life the 
most powerful dataset in the industry and 
makes it directly actionable to you, both 
before and after a campaign.  Insights 
visualized from more than 400m first-party 
consented mobile user profiles.

Gain unique interest, behavioral 
and demographic insights 

Activate insights directly to retain 
and expand your customer base

Access unique post-campaign insights 
for sustained user engagement  

Ogury
Active Insights
For Brands
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Brands have limited understanding of their users’ behavior on mobile.  Relying on third-party data to 
inform media strategies leads to an inconsistent and unreliable view of audience segments.  Media 
spend is wasted.  In addition, ascertaining true value delivered post-campaign is cumbersome. Limited 
to third-party surveys and standard performance metrics.

Ogury Active Insights is the only insights solution fuelled by first-party, consented mobile data.  
Powerful, reliable insights can be directly activated.  Uniquely end-to-end, Campaign Reports provide 
unmatched visibility into campaign performance and impact. Insights which inform and optimize future 
campaigns for sustained user engagement.

Gain complete flexibility over how you define the audience 

you want to understand and engage on mobile.  Uncover 

the Demographic and Geo breakdown of your target 

audience, plus interests by Android app store, iOS app 

store, IAB category and Discriminant Brands. Go beyond 

standard personas to uncover characteristics that truly 

differentiate your target audience.  

Don’t have a clearly defined target audience in mind? Access a catalogue of Socio-Demo and Vertical Insights, proven to 

deliver results and ready to be activated.  Built for mobile, by the most powerful mobile dataset in the industry.

Advanced Custom Persona

Market Insights



Understand if users who interacted with a campaign paid real attention with Ad Recall measurement provided as standard.  

Prove that your campaign strategy worked and evaluate ad creative performance to advise future campaigns.

Impact Survey

Go beyond standard performance metrics to understand 

not just how your campaign performed, but which users 

drove the performance.  Uncover the Demo, Geo and 

Interest characteristics of users that engaged most with 

your campaign. Unique insights to inform future strategy 

and further improve campaign performance and reach, 

for sustained user engagement.

Performer Profile

Customer success

Through partnering with Ogury, we are able to discover unique 
insights about our users' behavior across mobile apps and 
websites. Due to Ogury’s unique mobile user journey data, we 
achieved our objective of driving continued quality brand 
awareness of Ralph Lauren.
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